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CHAPTER 1

A Hero is unleashed

By George and Harold
Beep Beep
Oh, Boy!

My new Couch is here!!!!

She's a real beauty, Chief!

I know!
We put it in your office.
Thanks, fellas.

I can’t wait to be the first one to sit on it!!!!

CALLING ALL COPS!

Come to my office!!!!

You can watch me break in my brand new couch!!!!

Oh, Boy! This is gonna be great!!!!
Officer Knight and Greg the dog...

...you got dirty shoes and dog hair everywhere!
You're the worst cops ever!

Get out of my sight!!!

Aw man! Chief is really mad at us again!

I wish we could do something heroic to impress him!

Uh-oh...
That cop and that police dog are back!

Who cares?

Aren't you worried about those two?

Heck, No!!!

Check this out!

Officer Knight is a tough cop...

but he ain't got brains!

Kung Fu Grip
These boots were made for kickin'
and Greg the dog is smart...

but his body is his weakness!

yeah, but what if they work together???

Hmmmm ... That might be a problem!

Fortunately, I've got a solution!

Tee-hee!
HELP!

IT'S A BOMB!

Officer Knight and Greg ran to defuse the bomb.

Hmm... Which wire should I cut? Red or green? ????

Grrr! Ok! Green it is !!!!

And so...

SNIP
OH, NO! I Forgot Dogs are colored blind!!!!

wee-doo-wee-oo

and soon...

How do you Feel, old friend?

Me too!

Ruff!
Soon the doctor came in with some Supa Sad news.

I'm sorry, Greg, but your body is dying.

and your head is dying too, Cop.

Rats! I sure hate my dying head!
But just when all seemed lost...

Hey!

Why don't we sew Greg's head onto cop's body?

Good idea, nurse Lady! You're a genius!!!

Hooray!

So they had a big operation. The doctor cut off Greg's head and sewed it onto cop's body.

What a lucky day!
And soon, a brand-new crime-fighting sensation was unleashed.

Hooray For Dog Man!

The news spread quickly!
Rats!!! I unwittingly created the greatest cop of ever!!!!!

Fortunately, I know JUST how to stop him!!

The next day...

Well Well, Well!

So you're the world's most greatest cop, eh?

Well you better watch your step around here, bub!
I'm gonna keep my eye on you!

Well? What do you have to say for yourself?

Lick
GET OUT OF HERE!

Poor Dog Man’s Day had started out badly...

...but things were about to get worse!